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ABSTRACT
Gopaladesikan, Mohan PhD, Purdue University, December 2014. On the occurrences
of motifs in recursive trees, with applications to random structures. Major Profes-
sors: Mark Daniel Ward and Hosam M. Mahmoud.
In this dissertation we study three problems related to motifs and recursive trees.
In the first problem we consider a collection of uncorrelated motifs and their occur-
rences on the fringe of random recursive trees. We compute the exact mean and
variance of the multivariate random vector of the counts of occurrences of the mo-
tifs. We further use the Crame´r-Wold device and the contraction method to show
an asymptotic convergence in distribution to a multivariate normal random variable
with this mean and variance.
The second problem we study is that of the probability that a collection of motifs
(of the same size) do not occur on the fringe of recursive trees. Here we use analytic
and complex-valued methods to characterize this asymptotic probability. The asymp-
totics are complemented with human assisted Maple computation. We are able to
completely characterize the asymptotic probability for two families of growing motifs.
In the third problem we introduce a new tree model where at each time step a
new block (motif) is joined to the tree. This is one of the earlier investigations in
the random tree literature where such a model is studied, i.e., in which trees grow
from building blocks which are themselves trees. We consider the building blocks to
be of the same size and characterize the number of leaves, the depth of insertion,
the total path length and the height of such trees. The tools used in this analysis
include stochastic recurrences, Po´lya urn theory, moment generating functions and
martingales.
11. INTRODUCTION
Graphs are a useful mathematical abstraction for understanding many real life phe-
nomena. Trees are connected graphs that do not have a cycle. Trees that grow in
time, with the insertion of nodes under a probability model, are called random trees.
The various random variables associated with these kinds of trees can be viewed
as a stochastic process. These types of trees are widely used as modeling tools in
the analysis of algorithms and data structures. Recursive tree type models have been
studied in the context of pyramid schemes [1], spread of epidemics [2], family trees [3],
Burge’s sorting method [4] and UNON-FIND algorithm [5]. A very detailed survey
of recursive trees and applications can be found in [6].
In this dissertation we study one special kind of rooted nonplanar tree called the
recursive tree. The node that appears first is called the root and takes the label 1. At
discrete time steps the tree grows with the successive insertion of nodes 2, 3, 4, . . . .
These nodes follow a uniform probability model of insertion into the tree. More
precisely, when node i joins the tree, after i  1 insertions, it chooses any of the i  1
nodes as its parent. It is straightforward to see that there are (n 1)! equally probable
random recursive trees of size n. Figure 1.1 shows all recursive trees of sizes up to 4.
Nodes that have no children are called leaves. Since all the root-to-leaf paths have
nodes labeled in increasing order, these trees fall under the broad family of increasing
trees [7].
A motif is a specific nonplanar unlabeled rooted tree shape of finite size (see for
example Figure 1.2 from [8]). Let v be a node in the tree. A motif is said to occur
on the fringe of a recursive tree, if the shape of the subtree rooted at v (one that
includes only v and all its descendants) is the motif itself.
In this dissertation we characterize the number of occurrences of a certain col-





























Fig. 1.1. Plot of all (rooted, nonplanar) recursive trees up to size 4.
Fig. 1.2. All motifs of size 4. When generating a recursive tree of






6 , from left to
right respectively.
mean, variance and asymptotic distribution [8]. For specific collections of motifs we
also characterize the asymptotic probability of not occurring on the fringe of recur-
3sive trees. Finally we study a new tree model where we build random rooted trees,
in a manner very similar to recursive trees, from a collection of motifs as building
blocks [9]. These results are presented in separate chapters by themselves. The funda-
mental tool used for solving these problems are stochastic recurrences. These recur-
rences are unravelled with a variety of tools like Po´lya urn theory, Ricatti di↵erential
equations, analytic combinatorics, complex-valued methods, theory of martingales,
contraction method, and computational experiments.
1.1 Literature Review on Recursive Trees
In this section we highlight some of the key results in the history of analysis
of recursive trees. Recursive trees can be used as a good data storage structure for
modeling data having a uniform distribution on all the possible structures. Patterns in
recursive trees have received special attention in applied probability because they have
applications to data compression. For instance, if a pattern has a high probability
of occurring many times in a recursive tree, then compression can be achieved if we
store the pattern once and have pointers to the places where they occur (more detailed
explanation in Chapter 2). This is a well-known concept in data compression regimes;
for instance, several types of Lempel-Ziv schemes rely on this methodology [10].
The number of nodes in the kth stratum of a recursive tree is studied in [11]
and [12]. Mean and variance of the distance between any two nodes in a recursive
tree and the depth is analyzed in [2]. Distributional results on the depth of a node are
given by [13] and [14]. The total path length is studied in [14]. The number of leaves
was studied in [3]. More general results on node degrees are presented in [15] where
the authors use tools from Po´lya urn theory. A very recent result about the degree
distribution is given in [16]. Initial tight bounds on height were presented in [17]
followed by more precise analysis as a branching process in [5]. Cutting a recursive
tree has been studied by [18], [19], and [20]. Studies about patterns in random
unrooted trees can be found in [21]. Forbidden patterns and pattern occurrences in
4binary search trees have been studied by [22]. A strong law for the size of the subtree
rooted at a fixed node k is given in [23]. Asymptotic distributional results for the
analysis of the number of occurrences of one fixed motif on the fringe of recursive
trees is analyzed in [24]. A part of this dissertation is dedicated to extending the
result presented in [24] to a collection of motifs.
52. ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS OF COUNTS OF
NONOVERLAPPING MOTIFS IN RECURSIVE TREES
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter we present our analysis of the number of occurrences of a collection
of nonoverlapping motifs on the fringe of a recursive tree. These results have been
published in [8]1. For a given motif  , of size  , let Xn,  be a count of the number
of occurrences of   on the fringe of a random recursive tree of size n. That is, Xn, 
counts each rooted subtree with shape isomorphic to  . As an illustration, suppose
the realization of the recursive tree after 30 insertions is that in Figure 2.1. If   is
the third motif (of size   = 4) from the left in Figure 1.2, it occurs X30,  = 3 times
on the fringe of the tree of Figure 2.1. Each occurrence of   on the fringe of the tree
in Figure 2.1 is shown as a cluster of darkened nodes. There are other occurrences
of  , such as the nodes {5, 6, 8, 24} and {17, 25, 28, 30}, but these occurrences do not
enter our count, as they are not on the fringe. The subgraph {5, 6, 8, 24} is not on
the fringe as the entire subtree rooted at 5 is larger than the motif; it includes the
additional nodes 9, 13, 14, 19, 21, 27, and 29. Also, the subgraph {17, 25, 28, 30},
is not a motif on the fringe, because of the presence of node 18, so that the entire
subtree rooted at 17 is not the same as  . Notice that the motifs are nonplanar and
the subtrees {10, 12, 15, 20} and {4, 7, 22, 23} are both counted as matches of  , as
both are the same (i.e., isomorphic to each other).
1Reproduced here with appropriate permissions from the publisher.
62.2 Applications
Pattern matching in the context of binary search trees is taken up in [22]. Similar
to the application given in [22], we have the following for recursive trees. Knowing
the number of occurrences of a particular motif can be of use in data compression.
Instead of storing a motif many times in a tree, we can store the content with only
one nexus pointing to the motif to realize the shape in the recursive tree. The content
itself should be stored in an appropriate canonical order to fit its original position in
the recursive tree. In a plain practical implementation not utilizing data compression
ideas, each of these nodes would carry a number of pointers (equal to the number of
its children). In some applications, like the Union-Find algorithm, the pointers go
in the opposite direction (from a child to its parent), as clusters join by adjoining
their roots, having the root of one cluster point to the root of the other. In either





























Fig. 2.1. Example of a recursive tree of size 30 with three occurrences
of a motif on the fringe.
7We illustrate this application next. There is more than one isomorphic drawing of
a given motif. The di↵erent drawings are obtained by permuting the subtrees rooted
at the children of a node. Nonetheless, we can consider only one of these drawings as
a canonical representation. We can, for instance, require the subtrees rooted at the
children of a node to appear in decreasing order of their sizes from left to right, and
if the sizes of several subtrees agree, we draw them so that the labels associated with
their roots are in increasing order. Take, for instance, the motif   again to be the third
motif from the left in Figure 1.2. As illustrated in Figure 2.1, this motif appears three
times on the fringe. Each of the nodes 1, 2 and 6 points to an occurrence of  . We
can let these pointers be directed to the data blocks {9, 13, 14, 21}, {10, 12, 15, 20},
and {4, 7, 22, 23} (in, say, an array implementation), and each block contains only
one pointer to the shape of   (or a description of it). Note that each of the data
blocks is stored to correspond to a root-last and left-to-right traversal of siblings of
the canonical form.
2.3 Nonoverlapping motifs
Let I be a countable indexing set. Let
C = { i | i 2 I }
be a given collection of motifs. We say that two motifs are nonoverlapping, if neither
appears as a subtree on the fringe of the other, and we call a collection of motifs
nonoverlapping, if its members are pairwise nonoverlapping. For instance, two distinct
motifs of the same size are always nonoverlapping. Let Pi denote the rooted path
of length i. For example, P4 is the leftmost motif in Figure 1.2. The rooted path
Pi, of length i < j, is correlated with the rooted path Pj, of length j. Knowledge
of joint occurrences can lead to a better understanding of the performance of certain
algorithms. For instance, if there are various stars in the recursive tree underlying
8the Union-Find algorithm, it is an indication that several tasks can perform faster in
a parallel computing environment.
In many applications the collection of motifs will be finite, but our presentation
covers cases of countably infinite collections, too. In the present paper, we consider
the joint distribution of Xn, i , for i 2 I , in a random recursive tree of size n.
2.4 Results
The genesis of this work is in [24]. In that reference the authors present a central
limit theorem for the number of occurrences of a single motif  , of size  , on the fringe
of a recursive tree of size n. The results are presented in terms of C( ), the probability
that the random construction of a recursive tree of size   realizes the motif  . For
instance, the four motifs of size 4 in Figure 1.2 have C( ) equal to 16 , 16 , 36 and 16 , from
left to right respectively. A complete characterization of C( ) is given in [24] in terms
of the shape of the motif, and the authors call C( ) a shape functional, as its value
is derived from the shape of the motif.
The main results of this paper are the following. For examples and more intuition,
refer to Section 2.7.1.
Theorem 2.4.1 Let I be a countable set (finite or infinite). Let C = { i | i 2 I }
be an nonoverlapping collection of nonplanar, unlabeled, rooted trees, each of a finite
size (motifs). Let Xn,  be the number of occurrences of the motif  , of size  , on the
fringe of a random recursive tree of size n. Then, we have





( i + 1)(2 i + 1)  (3 i + 2) C( i)
 i( i + 1)2(2 i + 1)
◆





















i,j + 2) C( i) C( j)
 i( i + 1) j( j + 1)
◆
1{n>2 ⇤i,j+1}, if i 6= j;
where Xn,C is the vector with components Xn, i,  
⇤
i,j = max { i,  j}, W (., ., .) is de-
fined in Equation (2.5), and bi,j is a vector of |I | dimensions with all entries being
zero except positions i and j, where these entries are 1.
Theorem 2.4.2 Let I be a countable set (finite or infinite). Let C = { i | i 2 I }
be a nonoverlapping collection of nonplanar, unlabeled, rooted trees, each of finite size
(motifs). Let Xn,  be the number of occurrences of the motif  , of size  , on the fringe
of a random recursive tree of size n. Then we have
Xn,C   µCnp
n
L ! N|I |(0,⌃C ),





for i 2 I , and C( i) is the shape functional of the motif  i, N|I |(0,⌃C ) is the
jointly multivariate normally distributed random vector in |I | dimensions2 with mean
vector 0 (of |I | components) and |I |⇥ |I | covariance matrix ⌃C .
2Of course, ifI is finite, the limiting multivariate normal involved is a distribution in |I | dimensions.
If |I | is infinitely countable, we take the infinite-dimensional limiting multivariate normal to mean
that every finite subset of the variables in it has a joint multivariate distribution.
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2.5 A probability space for recursive trees
As we intend to discuss a sequence of random variables occurring in growing trees,
the matter is made rigorous by considering a probability space on which all the random
variables are well defined. Let ⌦ be the space of all infinite recursive trees, which
are obtained by perpetuating the insertion ad infinitum. Note that ⌦ is uncountable.
Let ! 2 ⌦, thus we can view ! as one stochastic path. On this stochastic path define
Tn = Tn(!), the corresponding recursive tree of size n. This finite tree with n nodes
is obtained by pruning any node labeled greater than n in !, and destroying any
edge that has a child with label n+ 1 or larger. On the other hand, for a given finite
recursive tree Tn there corresponds an uncountable class of recursive trees !, such that
Tn(!) = Tn. We can think of this class as the subset of ⌦ induced by Tn; let us call
such a class CTn , which is a member of the nth cylinder of the space. On this space
of trees we impose the measure P that gives the finite cylinder CTn , the probability
P (CTn) =
1
(n 1)! , simply meaning the probability of Tn is
1
(n 1)! (i.e., a uniform measure
on the finite trees). That is, P is the measure obtained by Kolmogorov’s extension to
agree with all the finite cylinders. The measure then operates on the sigma field F
generated by the collection of the classes CTn . Henceforth, (⌦,F , P ) is the probability
space underlying any random variables we deal with. So, Xn,  = Xn, (Tn(!)) is a
random variable that counts the number of occurrences of a motif   in Tn = Tn(!).
Toward a multivariate central limit theorem, we work with a univariate linear
combination, and prove a univariate central limit theorem for it, to ultimately use
the Crame´r-Wold device, see Theorem 29.4 on Page 383 of [25]. More specifically, we
deal with the linear combination




where ↵ is the vector of ↵i’s, i 2 I and each ↵i 2 R (not all zero simultaneously).
The product in the middle is a dot product of the two vectors. This linear combi-
nation is well defined on the probability space just described. It will turn out that
11
Yn,C ,↵ is asymptotically normally distributed, and consequently the random variables
{Xn, i | i 2 I } asymptotically have a joint multivariate normal distribution.
2.6 Proofs
We discuss the technical proofs in this section, starting with a brief discussion of
averages, followed by the necessary computations of covariances.
2.6.1 A stochastic recurrence for the linear combination
We shall use a decomposition of a recursive tree introduced in [26]. Remove the
special edge joining the nodes labeled 1 and 2. The tree then falls apart into a forest
of two trees. One tree is rooted at 2, which we shall recognize as a special tree of the
original recursive tree (which is a proper subtree of the recursive tree). The other tree
is rooted at 1, which is a nonspecial tree. Let Un be the size of the special subtree, and
so n Un is the size of the nonspecial tree. It is shown in [26] that Un has a uniform
distribution on {1, 2, . . . , n  1}. Note that the special (respectively, nonspecial) tree
is isomorphic to a recursive tree of size Un (respectively, size n Un) that has the same
uniform probability of a random recursive tree of that size. Also, the two subtrees
are conditionally independent (given Un).
As in [24], for n >  , we have a stochastic recurrence for Xn, : It can be composed
from the number of occurrences of the motif   in the special and nonspecial trees,
and we need to subtract 1, if the nonspecial subtree is of size  , and assumes the
shape  . We shall express the formulation in terms of the indicator notation: for any
event E , the indicator 1E equals 1, if E occurs, and 1E equals 0 otherwise. We shall
also refer to a Bernoulli random variable with success probability p as 1p. For n >  ,
we have a stochastic recurrence, which gives rise to an equality in distribution:
Xn, 
D
= XUn,  + X˜n Un,    1{n Un= } 1C( ); (2.1)
12
the tilded random variable X˜n Un,  is conditionally independent of XUn,  (given Un).
Note also that, for each j   0, X˜j,  has the same distribution as Xj, .
When C contains finitely many motifs, we define  ⇤ := max
i2I
 i. For such C , a




= YUn,C ,↵ + Y˜n Un,C ,↵  
X
i2I
↵i 1{n Un= i} 1C( i). (2.2)
2.6.2 The average of the linear combination




n, n >  .




i 2 I .
Let us first consider a finite collection of motifs, with a finite indexing set I .
If n is not large enough, some or all of these components are 0. Observe that, if the
indexing set is finite, we can remove the indicators and simply say that for all i 2 I ,




















n, if n >  ⇤.
However, if the indexing set is countably infinite, no such  ⇤ exists, because the
collection of motifs must then contain countably many arbitrarily large trees. For
any n, however large, there is only a finite number of entries in E[Xn,C ] that are
nonzero; the rest are all zero. On the other hand, any individual motif has a finite
13
size, and at some point in the insertion process, the corresponding entry in the average





n, if n >  i;
C( i), if n =  i;
0, if n <  i.
Hence, as n!1, the vector E[Xn,C ] “fills out” with nonzero components. A similar
argument holds for the covariance matrix.
2.6.3 The covariance structure
Let us again start with a finite collection, with the largest tree among them having
size  ⇤. For computing the covariance of the linear combination we start with the
second moment:
Y 2n,C ,↵ =
⇣





















To expand the square of the sum, we utilize 1{n Un= i}1{n Un= j} = 0, for i 6= j.
After expansion, we take expectations and get
E[Y 2n,C ,↵] = E[Y
2
Un,C ,↵] + E[Y˜
2









































































Note that the terms in the second summation exist only when  i    s. In that case,
we are looking at the nonspecial tree being  i, and the number of occurrences of the
pattern  s in it. For an nonoverlapping collection of motifs, this summation vanishes.
Hence, for n > 2 ⇤, we have

















Di↵erencing the recurrence for (n   2)E[Y 2n 1,C ] from that for (n   1)E[Y 2n,C ], and
using 2E[Yn 1,C ]E[Y1,C ] = 0 (if the motif is not a single node, see the remark below),
we simplify the recurrence to













E[Yn  i 1,C ,↵]  E[Yn  i,C ,↵]
 
.
Remark: A motif consisting of a single node is correlated with any other motif. If
an nonoverlapping C contains a motif   that consists of just one node, it must be
the only motif in the collection C . In this case, Xn,C is just the number of leaves in
a random recursive tree, which is well studied (see [3, 12, 27]). Thus, a collection of
two or more nonoverlapping motifs cannot contain the single node. Throughout the
rest of the chapter, we consider collections C that do not have a motif consisting of
a single node.
For n > 2 ⇤ + 1, we have a recurrence of the form
(n  1)E[Y 2n,C ,↵] = nE[Y 2n 1,C ,↵] +W (n,C ,↵), (2.3)
where






























































This cross-product comprises nine terms, namely aj(n,C ,↵) for 1  j  9. We

















































































↵i ↵j k C( i) C( j)







↵i ↵j k C( i) C( j)




↵i ↵j C( i) C( j)
2 i j( i + 1)( j + 1)
1{ i+2n  j 2}




↵i ↵j C( i) C( j)
 i j( i + 1)( j + 1)
1{n> i+ j+2}
















































































































































































the same lines, we have
a10(n,C ,↵) =  2
X
i,j2I












Assembling the ten terms, we get a complicated expression involving many indicators
for W (n,C ,↵). However, this expression simplifies greatly for n > 2 ⇤+2; it becomes
W (n,C ,↵) =
⇣ X
i,j2I
↵i ↵j C( i) C( j)
 i( i + 1) j( j + 1)
⌘
n(n  1), when n > 2 ⇤ + 2, (2.4)
and at n = 2 ⇤ + 2, we have
W (2 ⇤ + 2,C ,↵) = 2
X
i,j2I











↵i ↵j C( i) C( j)(2 ⇤ + 2)(2 ⇤ + 1)





↵i ↵j C( i) C( j)
 i( i + 1) j( j + 1)
1{2 ⇤> i+ j}
⇥  2 3j   4 ⇤ 2j    2j   4 ⇤ j    2i    i   3 j . (2.5)
Note that both (2.4) and (2.5) are functions of our collection and can be computed
exactly for any given collection C and a given ↵.
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Unwinding recurrence (2.3), and using (2.4) and (2.5), for n > 2 ⇤ we get


















E[Y 22 ⇤+1,C ,↵] + n
W (2 ⇤ + 2,C ,↵)


















W (2 ⇤ + 2,C ,↵)
(2 ⇤ + 2)(2 ⇤ + 1)







We need to evaluate all the terms for n > 2 ⇤ + 1. If our collection includes only
one motif of size  , then  ⇤ =  , and the variance matches the calculation in [24].
We thus have the variances (diagonal elements of the covariance matrix) in the form
Var[Xn, i ] =
✓
( i + 1)(2 i + 1)  (3 i + 2) C( i)
 i( i + 1)2(2 i + 1)
◆
C( i),
for n > 2 ⇤ = 2 i.
As our result is valid for all real ↵i (not all zero), we can generate the elements of
the covariance matrix, by using the variance–covariance relation
Var[Xn, i +Xn, j ] = Var[Xn, i ] +Var[Xn, j ] + 2Cov[Xn, i , Xn, j ].
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We call bi,j the vector ↵ with all the entries equal to 0, except ↵i and ↵j, which we
set to 1. When i 6= j, an o↵-diagonal entry in the covariance matrix is










⇣E[Y 22 ⇤i,j+1,C ,bi,j ]
2 ⇤i,j + 1
+










 2j ( j + 1)
2
  2 C( i) C( j)(2 
⇤
i,j + 2)

















for n > 2 ⇤i,j + 1. Expanding E[Y
2
2 ⇤i,j+1,C ,bi,j
], we see that the second moments of





















i,j + 2) C( i) C( j)
 i( i + 1) j( j + 1)
⌘
,
for n > 2 ⇤i,j + 1.
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.4.1.
2.6.4 Limit distributions for varieties of a fixed size
In principle, one can continue pumping higher moments of the linear combination
by the recurrence methods utilized for the mean and variance, and attempt to deter-
mine limit distributions by a method of recursive moments (see [28], for example).
The calculation in each higher moment is much more involved than in the previous
one. The variance calculation is already complicated enough. The mounting complex-
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ity in higher moments would be formidable. Alternatively, we apply the contraction
method, which is transparent for limits.
Rudiments of the contraction method can be found in [29]. Formally, the contrac-
tion method was introduced in [30] to analyze the Quicksort algorithm, and it soon
became a popular method, because of the transparency of structure that it provides
in the limit. Several useful extensions are added in [31]. General contraction theo-
rems and multivariate extensions appear in [32, 33]. The latter reference deals with
the specific context of recursive trees. A general theorem that covers a broad scope
of applications is given in [34]. A valuable survey appears in [32].
According to the definition of a multivariate normal distribution in infinite di-
mensions, it su ces to consider arbitrary finite collections of size (say) r   1 motifs.
Also, take ↵ to be an arbitrary vector of r real numbers, not all zero. Let




Var[Yn,C ,↵] =:  
2





↵i ↵j Cov[Xn, iXn, j ];
the coe cients µC ,↵ and  2C ,↵, are functions of ↵1, . . . ,↵r. We start from the recursive
representation (2.2), normalized in the centered and scaled form
Yn,C ,↵   µC ,↵np
n
=


















Y ⇤n,C ,↵ :=




To give insight in the inner working of the contraction method, we first find the
limit heuristically for a finite collection of motifs. Later we prove a Gaussian law.
The recurrence equation for the normalized random variables can be written as
Y ⇤n,C , ↵
D
























↵i = |I |max
i2I
↵i = O(1).
Recall that for the heuristic argument we are considering a finite indexing set, and
the maximum in the last expression is merely a number.
If Y ⇤n,C ,↵ converges to a limit Y
⇤
C ,↵, so would Y
⇤
Un,C ,↵ and Y˜
⇤
n Un,C ,↵, because both
Un and n   Un grow to infinity almost surely. The terms on the right-hand side in
the representation (2.6) are dependent. However, the correlation between any pair
of them gets weaker as n increases, until ultimately their limits become independent.













The limit would satisfy the distributional equation
Y ⇤C ,↵
D
= Y ⇤C ,↵
p




A distributional equation of the latter form has the normal distribution as a solu-
tion (see [32]). Such a solution is unique, because it is the fixed-point solution of a
contraction operator on distances in a metric space on distribution functions.
We shall next give a formal proof of joint asymptotic normality. Suppose H1 and
H2 are two random variables, with distribution functions FH1 and FH2 , respectively.
Recall the Maejima-Rachev metric [35] of order 3:
d3(FH1 , FH2) = sup
   E⇥g(H1)  g(H2)⇤   : ||g(3)||1  1 ,
where the supremum is taken over every three-times-di↵erentiable function g(·), and
|| · ||1 is the essential supremum.
Let Vn be a random variable satisfying the recurrence
Vn = VAn + V˜n An +Bn,
where An and Bn are sequences of random variables. It is proved in [31], that
V ⇤n = (Vn   E[Vn])/
p
Var[Vn] is asymptotically the standard normal, via the dis-




(ii) Var[V ⇤n ] converges to some v
2 > 0.
(iii) supnE[|V ⇤n |3] <1.
(iv) An/n












For a proof see Theorem 3.1 in [31], and the remarks following the proof, particularly
their display (3.25). In our case, Vn is Y ⇤n,C ,↵, and Bn is ⇠C ,↵(n) = O(1); condition
(i) is satisfied. According to Theorem 2.4.1, we have Var[Y ⇤n,C ,↵]!  2C ,↵ > 0 (in fact
Var[Y ⇤n,C ,↵] =  
2
C ,↵, for n > 2 
⇤), and condition (ii) is satisfied.
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For condition (iii), we first formulate a recurrence. LetMn,C ,↵ = Yn,C ,↵ E[Yn,C ,↵];
note thatMn,C ,↵/
p
n is Y ⇤n,C ,↵. From the stochastic recurrence (2.2) we can then write
a recurrence for absolute third moments:
E
⇥|Mn,C ,↵|3⇤ = E[|MUn,C ,↵ + M˜n Un,C ,↵ + ⇠C ,↵(n)|3⇤,
where M˜n Un,C ,↵ := Y˜n Un,C ,↵   E[Y˜n Un,C ,↵].
Via the triangle inequality, we first write
E
⇥|Mn,C ,↵|3⇤  E[ |MUn,C ,↵|+ |M˜n Un,C ,↵|+ |⇠C ,↵(n)| 3⇤.
Next, we expand the cubic term, which results in ten terms, two of which are recursive,
and the rest are O(n3/2). The calculation for the O terms are all similar; we argue
a couple and omit the rest. For instance, a bound on E[|M2Un,C ,↵M˜n Un,C ,↵|] follows
from the conditional independence, and the bound E[|M˜n,C ,↵|] 
q
E[M˜2n,C ,↵] , pro-
vided by Jensen’s inequality. For this cross-product term we can use the conditional
independence of YUn,C ,↵ and Y˜n Un,C ,↵ (given Un) to write












Var[Y 2n k,C ,↵] .
Theorem 2.4.1 asserts that the variances in the sum are all linear, and we have
E





n  k = O n3/2 .
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in the sum. For instance, we have
E























All the other cross-product terms are O(n). We thus have an asymptotic recurrence:
E






A solution for such a recurrence can be obtained by the di↵erencing method we
applied to the mean and the variance, and we get
E
⇥|Y ⇤n,C ,↵|3⇤ = Eh   Mn,C ,↵pn    3i = O(1);
condition (iii) is verified.
In our case An is Un, which is the random variable that is uniformly distributed
on the set {1, . . . , n  1}. Therefore we have Un/n L ! U , where U is the standard





3/2 + ((n  Un)/n)3/2] = 4/5 < 1,
and condition (iv) is satisfied. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.4.2.
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2.7 Examples
In this section we discuss two illustrative examples, one with a finite collection of
motifs, and one with an infinite collection.
2.7.1 All the motifs of size 4
Consider C to be the collection of all motifs of size 4, as depicted in Figure 1.2.
There are four such motifs (shown in Figure 1.2). Let us call them from left to right
T1, . . . , T4.
These motifs have shape functionals
C(T1) = 1
6
, C(T2) = 1
6
, C(T3) = 3
6
, C(T4) = 1
6
.
















128  7  21  7
 7 128  21  7
 21  21 342  21




2.7.2 A collection of rooted stars
Suppose our collection consists of all rooted star trees:
C = {S2, S3, . . .},
where Si is the rooted star of size i, consisting of a root and i 1 leaves. (The instance
S4 is the rightmost motif in Figure 1.2.) Observe that we disallowed S1, the rooted
28
tree consisting of a single node (root), as it is correlated with any other Si, for any
i   2. These stars have shape functionals
C(Si) = 1
(i  1)! .
The vector of counts (indexed starting at 2) has a countably infinite number of com-















90   136   2395880 . . .
  136 15448   115760 . . .








2.8 Simulations and validation
We performed a simulation study on Example 2.7.1 to validate our claims in
Theorem 2.4.2 and empirically test the speed of convergence. We generated random
recursive trees of sizes n = 100, 1000, 10000, and 100000. Generating all the (n  1)!
would be computationally expensive, so we sampled 10n of them randomly. We
counted the sum of the number of occurrences of motifs T1, T2, T3, and T4 on the fringe.
We then compared the analytic asymptotic normal probability of lying close to the
mean (within half a standard deviation) with the one estimated by our simulations.
These results are tabulated in Table 2.1, and we find that our analytic results are
supported very closely by the simulations; the di↵erence is already as low as about
1% for trees of the moderate size n = 10000, and drops tenfold as n is ten times




























































Fig. 2.2. Plots showing sum of occurrences of the motifs in Figure 1.2
converging to normality.
asymptotic normal density curve. It is very evident that as n! +1 the distribution
approaches normality.
Table 2.1.
Comparison to normal probability(µ±  /2)
n







We presented a multivariate central limit theorem for the number of subtrees on
the fringe of a random recursive tree that match a collection of given motifs. A
natural question to ask is How di↵erent would the result be, if the matching is made
everywhere in the recursive tree, not only on the fringe?
Some of the results in the fringe analysis will be preserved, though complications
may arise because of matches at the root. We can write a recurrence to collect the total
number of occurrences of a motif everywhere in a tree, by collecting the contributions
from the special and nonspecial trees of the recursive tree, plus an indicator signifying
the occurrence of the motif at the root. The latter indicator is in general complicated.
Nevertheless, it can be dealt with explicitly for motifs of small simple structure.
Take, for instance, S3 as motif; the rooted tree of size 3 is sometimes called a
cherry [36]. The illustration in the example in Section 2.7.2 tells us that E[Xn,S3 ] =
1
24 n. How would this result be di↵erent, if we searched for matches everywhere in
the recursive tree? Let Qn,S3 be the number of occurrences of a cherry in a random
recursive tree. As mentioned, we collect the number of occurrences from the special
subtree (QUn,S3) and the nonspecial tree (Q˜n Un,S3) and we need to adjust by addi-
tional unaccounted cherries at the root. All the cherries in the nonspecial tree have
been counted in Q˜n Un,S3 . We only need to add the number of cherries at the root
of the recursive tree that include the special edge (connecting the nodes labeled 1
and 2). If Rn is the degree of the root of the tree, the special edge forms Rn   1
unaccounted for cherries. That is, the stochastic recurrence is
Qn,S3 = QUn,S3 + Q˜n Un,S3 +Rn   1.
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The distribution of Rn is well known [37]. For the average, we can plug in the needed
average of Rn and construct arguments following the same lines we used in the fringe
analysis (di↵erencing then solving recurrences, etc.). These give
E[Qn,S3 ] = n Hn 1   1,
where Hn is the harmonic number
Pn
i=1 1/i ⇠ lnn. Note that, on average, the
number of matching S3’s everywhere in the tree is considerably larger than the number
matching only on the fringe.
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3. ON THE ASYMPTOTIC PROBABILITY OF
FORBIDDEN MOTIFS ON THE FRINGE OF
RECURSIVE TREES
In this chapter we continue studying motifs on the fringe of recursive trees. We
consider a collection of motifs of the same size. For such a collection we characterize
the probability of none of them occurring on the fringe of a recursive tree. Though our
collection is still nonoverlapping and analysis is restricted to the fringe, results from
neither [8] nor [24] give a good approximation of this probability. We use analytic
and complex-valued methods from [38] for the analysis.
3.1 Introduction
To put this study in perspective, we illustrate the research question for one motif.
In Figure 3.1 we have a given motif of size 3 that appears on the fringe of some
recursive trees of size 5 but does not appear on the fringe of some other recursive
trees of size 5. We emphasize that the occurrence (or non-occurrence) of a motif on
the fringe of a recursive tree is not influenced by the labeling scheme. We have only
included labels in Figure 3.1 on the recursive trees to illustrate the fact that motifs
are unlabeled shapes, and recursive trees are labeled.
In this chapter we study the asymptotic properties of the number of recursive
trees (say, of size n) that do not have any members of a family C  of motifs, each of
size  , occurring on the fringe. Dividing by (n   1)!, this enumeration immediately
yields the probability of a random recursive tree of size n not having any members of
a family of motifs on the fringe.
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The motif
appears on the fringe
of these trees (the
occurrence of the motif





































2 3 4 5
Fig. 3.1. Examples of recursive trees in which a given motif does, or
does not, appear on the fringe.
3.2 Recursion for the Probability
We apply the decomposition described in Section 2.6.1 to the recursive tree. Let
An be the event that a recursive tree of size n does not have any member of the family
C  occurring on the fringe.
Remark 3.2.1 For n >  , for An to occur, there are two possibilities:
1. The nonspecial subtree has size strictly larger than  , and neither the special
subtree nor the nonspecial tree have any member of C  on the fringe.
2. The nonspecial subtree has size strictly smaller than  , and the special subtree
does not have any member of C  on the fringe.
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3. The nonspecial subtree has size equal to  , and the special subtree does not have
any member of C  on the fringe. (In this latter case, even if the nonspecial
subtree is a member of C , we observe that the original recursive tree does not
have any member of C  on the fringe, once the special subtree is brought under
consideration.)
With this remark in mind (using the three respective cases) we can condition on the








P (Un = k)P ( bAUn | Un = k)
+ P (Un = n   )P ( bAUn | Un = n   ),
where bAUn is the event that the special subtree does not have any member of the family
C  occurring on the fringe, and eAn Un is the event that the nonspecial subtree does
not have any member of C  occurring on the fringe. We use conditional independence
of bAUn and eAn Un in the first case. We use the fact that eAn Un always occurs in the
second case, because the special subtree has size n  k, which is strictly less than  ,






P ( bAk)P ( eAn k)⌘+ ⇣ n 1X
k=n  +1







P ( bAk)P ( eAn k)⌘+ P ( bAn  )(1  P ( eA ))i. (3.1)
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3.3 Generating Function
We use pn := P (An) to denote the probability that a recursive tree of size n
does not have any member of the family C  occurring on the fringe. (Recall that all
members of the family C  have size  .) We use C(C ) to denote the probability that
a recursive tree of size   takes the shape of a motif in the family C . (See [24] for a
similar definition when C  consists of just one motif.) Thus pj = 1 for all j <  , and
p  = 1  C(C ).





























(n  1)pnzn = z
 +1(    1)  z (    1)  z +1 + z2
(z   1)2 + (    1)(1  C(C ))z
 
on both sides of the previous equation, then simplify the resulting expression. (We
do not show several steps of simplification here.) This ultimately yields
zf 0(z) = (f(z))2 + (C(C )z    1)f(z)   C(C )z . (3.2)
Thus, f(z) is a solution to a Ricatti di↵erential equation.
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Recall that C(C ) denotes the probability that a recursive tree of size   takes the
shapes in C . Since there are (    1)! recursive trees of size  , we define k as the
number of recursive trees of size   that have the shapes in C . So k = (   1)! C(C ),
or equivalently, C(C ) = k(  1)! . (Notice that we suppress the dependence of k on the
family C .)
The solution for the di↵erential equation (3.2) is
f(z) = 1  kz
 













































(Notice that f depends on the choice of the family of motifs C , and thus, on the
size   of each motif in C . But for succinctness, we suppress this dependence on
C  and   in our notation for f .)
3.4 Asymptotic Analysis
Now we consider the asymptotic analysis. There are several interesting approaches
possible, depending on how the family of forbidden motifs and the size of the recursive
tree grow.
3.4.1 Fixed ratio of motifs are forbidden
One possible scenario is to examine the family of forbidden motifs that grow in a
fixed ratio.
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is held as a constant fraction. We use the notation q throughout the rest of the
discussion, to keep things as succinct as possible. In such a case, we have the following:
Theorem 3.4.1 When the family of forbidden motifs grow in a fixed ratio (q is a
constant), the probability pn that a recursive tree of size n does not have the family C 


















Sketch of Proof of Theorem 3.4.1:
In this case, using human-assisted symbolic computation in Maple, we can verify
that f(z) has a simple pole at z = ⇢ (notice that ⇢ is a root of  ), where







It is possible to use symbolic computation to specify ⇢ to an arbitrary degree of
accuracy.
We rewrite f(z), using a common denominator of  (z), as
f(z) =
 (z)  kz (  1)!  (z) + ↵(z)
 (z)
.
Since f(z) has a simple pole at z = ⇢, then by analytic methods (see, for instance,
the First Principle of Coe cient Analysis, in Chapter 4 of [38]), we see that the
probability pn that a recursive tree of size n does not have the pattern C  occurring
on the fringe is
pn = [z
n]f(z) ⇠




We again use symbolic computation to see that
 (⇢)  k⇢ (  1)!  (⇢) + ↵(⇢)




Theorem 3.4.1 follows immediately.
Remark 3.4.1 In order to obtain more precise information about the location of the
singularity ⇢, we can use symbolic computation.
with(plots):



















for arbitrary values of q and  . Figure 3.2 depicts examples of the resulting values.
3.4.2 Family of forbidden motifs is fixed
Another possible scenario is to fix k in the family of forbidden motifs. That is, the
probability of our family of motifs decreases as the motif sizes increase. As the size
of recursive trees grow, the probability that a large recursive tree avoids this fixed
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family on its fringe should decrease to 0, i.e., pn ! 0. It is interesting to use analytic
tools to precisely measure the rate at which pn ! 0.
In this situation we view k as a constant (i.e., not growing with  ). In such a case,
we have the following:
Theorem 3.4.2 When each tree in a family of forbidden motifs has size  , and when
(  1)! q is a fixed constant, then the probability pn that a recursive tree of size n does








2(  + 1)!(    1)! + o
⇣ 1








k2(  + 1)(3  + 1)






Sketch of Proof of Theorem 3.4.2:
This case requires a much greater deal of (human-assisted) Maple computations,
because the order of accuracy is much greater. We emphasize that every term of the
expansion for the singularity gives an order of magnitude of 1 ! of improvement in
the accuracy of the singularity. (To see the challenge involved in this derivation, the
reader is encouraged to try to recreate this result from first principles.) We can verify
that f(z) has a simple pole at z = ⇢ (again we write ⇢ for the root of  ), where




k2(  + 1)(3  + 1)








 (z)  kz (  1)!  (z) + ↵(z)
 (z)
.
Again, f(z) has a simple pole at z = ⇢, so it follows again by analytic methods
that the probability pn that a recursive tree of size n does not have the pattern C 
occurring on the fringe is
pn = [z
n]f(z) ⇠




We again use symbolic computation to see that
 







(2)(  + 1)! (    1)!+o
⇣ 1
(  + 1)!(    1)!
⌘
.
Theorem 3.4.2 follows immediately.
Remark 3.4.2 As before, to obtain more and more precise information about the
location of the singularity ⇢, we can use symbolic computation.
with(plots):


















2(  + 1)(3  + 1)
2(2  + 1)((  + 1)!)2
◆
for arbitrary values of k and  . Figure 3.3 depicts examples of the resulting values.
3.5 Open Questions
In this chapter we provide a sharp analysis in two scenarios:
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Fig. 3.2. Plot of  4(⇢   1   q 2   (3/4)q
2 q













The plot corresponding to q = 110 is given at the bottom, and the
plots ascend (consecutively) in order, with the plot corresponding to
q = 99100 at the top.




Fig. 3.3. Plot of  ( !)3(⇢ 1  k( +1)!   k
2( +1)(3 +1)
2(2 +1)(( +1)!)2 ), for 1  k  15,
and k + 2     500. The plot corresponding to k = 1 is given near
the bottom, and the plots ascend (consecutively) in order, with the
plot corresponding to k = 15 at the top.
In Section 3.4.1, the family of forbidden motifs grows in a fixed ratio with the
total number (    1)! of motifs of size  , i.e., k = (    1)! q, where q was a fixed
constant.
In Section 3.4.2, the family of forbidden motifs itself was fixed, i.e., k was held
constant.
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In a broader investigation to occur in the near future, we plan to study k as
a function of  , in which the two scenarios above are extremes (in Section 3.4.1,
k grows as fast as possible, and on the other hand, in Section 3.4.2, k is a fixed
constant and does not grow at all). It will be very interesting to treat this problem
in a multivariate setting. We plan to characterize the asymptotic probability that
a recursive tree avoids a family of forbidden motifs on its fringe, for k growing in a
variety of di↵erent ways compared to (    1)!.
Our results presented here are very specific with respect to the relation between
recursive tree size, n, and the motif size,  . As a di↵erent view, it would be interesting
to study the results presented when   grows as a function n in general regimes.
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4. BUILDING RANDOM TREES FROM BLOCKS
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter we present a new and novel tree growth model based upon the
insertion of blocks (motifs) at every time step. Conventionally, random trees grow
by successive insertion of nodes at discrete time steps. Here we introduce a model
where at discrete time steps blocks of nodes are inserted into the tree. These results
have been published in [9].1 Various types of trees have been lucid abstractions of
networks and have been studied in great detail in the past. For simple networks, it
is adequate to consider the growth by single node addition. Modern applications are
complex, and require a more sophisticated model for the growth of their structures.
Take as an example the growth of large-scale software applications, which grow by the
addition of software modules. Typically new modules like functions and classes are
developed when new functionalities are required for the software. These modules will
get connected to the existing software. A hardware flavor of this application would
be the growth of Internet networks. Usually computers (or cell phones) connect to a
hub for Internet access. Any of these connected computers can also act as Internet
broadcasting devices (peer-to-peer) themselves. Sometimes a group of computers that
have a tree-like hierarchy within themselves join the network. The growth of these
networks is mimicked by the growth of trees built from blocks. Machines that do not
broadcast would correspond to the leaves in our tree.
As another motivation, in statistics and computer science, hierarchical Bayesian
models are widely used [39]. As more information is known about the parameters
and hyperparameters, the level of hierarchy increases and this kind of tree models
the structure between the priors and hyperpriors involved in the model. In forensic
1Reproduced here with appropriate permissions from the publisher.
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science, some special kinds of probabilistic expert systems and Wigmorian evidence
charts can be modeled as if they are growing in blocks [40]. In linguistics, the well-
studied concept of tree-adjoining grammar introduced in [41] evolves in the same sense
of the trees we study. Some bacterial growth evolves by aggregation in a tree-like
structure. For instance, the bacteria Myxococcus xanthus studied in [42] follows this
model closely in certain stages of their growth. In human resource management, the
growth of large organizations resembles the trees we analyze, because the corporate
hierarchical structure would grow by blocks with the introduction of new departments
within the company. Moreover, there could be smaller companies acquired by larger
companies.
Other applications for growing trees in blocks include the growth of complex
chemical molecules from isomers; the structure of the Internet protocol (IPv4) address
system; the growth of pyramid schemes where groups get recruited; etc.
4.2 Stochastic Model
We assume we have a finite collection of blocks which are unlabeled, rooted,
nonplanar trees C = {T1, . . . , Tk}, that occur with respective probabilities p1, . . . , pk
(that sum to 1). We call the tree being constructed from these blocks the “blocks
tree,” or simply the “tree.”
The blocks tree evolves in steps. At time 0, there is no tree. At time 1, one block
from C starts the tree; it is the jth block with probability pj. The root of this block
will remain the root of the blocks tree that is growing. We use Tn to denote the tree
after we have inserted n   1 blocks. At step n, with probability pi we sample any
block Ti with replacement from the collection C , and we adjoin it to the tree Tn 1
by choosing a parent node at random from Tn 1 (all nodes from Tn 1 being equally
likely parents). We then attach the tree Ti to the chosen parent. That is, an edge is
constructed to bind the chosen parent to the root of the chosen building block Ti. A
special case is when the collection C consists of only one node; in this simplest case,
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the blocks tree is isomorphic to the well-studied standard recursive tree (see [6] for
definition, applications and results), which we looked at in Chapters 2 and 3.
4.2.1 Scope
It is our aim to study properties of the tree evolving from blocks. In Section 4.3,
we study the leaves. In section 4.4, we study in three subsections three types of
distances (in three subsections): The depth of a node, the total path length, and the
height. Formal definitions of these tree parameters will be given in the appropriate
sections.
The number of vertices in a tree is its size. For mathematical convenience, we
assume all the building blocks to be of the same size, say t. We leave the case of
nonequal block sizes to future investigations.
4.2.2 Example
Figure 4.1 illustrates a collection of two blocks, each of size 4, occurring with
probabilities 13 and
2
3 ; since our example has only two blocks, for simplicity, we can
refer to them as the “left” and “right” blocks. Figure 4.2 shows the step-by-step
growth of a blocks tree built from this collection by three insertions, occurring in the
order left, right, right. The newly inserted edge (joining the chosen parent to the
chosen new block) is denoted by a dotted line. The probability of selecting a left




3); the probability of selecting
the two illustrated parents is (14)(
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In this section, we analyze the number of leaves in the tree Tn. A leaf in a tree is
a terminal node that has no children. It helps to maintain a color code, to be able to
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Fig. 4.2. A tree built from building blocks: (a) The first block occurs
with probability 13 ; (b) the second block occurs with probability
2
3 , and
the parent is chosen with probability 14 ; (c) the third block occurs with
probability 23 , and the parent is chosen with probability
1
8 .
appeal to the powerful theory of Po´lya urns. We color each leaf of every block in C
with the lavender (L) color, and all other (internal) nodes of the blocks with black
(B). This coloring induces an urn scheme. Suppose Ti has `i leaves (and consequently
it has t   `i internal nodes). Let ⇤C be a random variable that gives the number of
leaves in a randomly chosen block, i.e., ⇤C has probability mass





i.e., the sum is taken over all j such that block Tj has ` leaves. For instance, in
Figure 4.1, the left tree has two leaves, and the right tree has three leaves, so for this
example,
P (⇤C = 2) =
1
3




If block Ti has `i leaves, it contributes `i leaves to the tree (analogous to adding `i
lavender balls to the urn). One additional adjustment is necessary, if the node chosen
as parent is a leaf: The newly added edge changes one leaf into an internal node,
which reduces the number of leaves by 1 (i.e., one lavender ball is removed from the
urn) and increases the number of internal nodes by 1 (i.e., one black ball is added to
the urn), yielding a net gain of `i  1 lavender balls and a net gain of t  `i + 1 black
balls. If the newly selected parent is an internal node, then no such adjustment is
necessary.
It is customary to represent the dynamics of a two-color Po´lya urn scheme as a
replacement matrix, indexing the rows and columns by the colors, and using entries
corresponding to the number of balls added. The replacement matrix associated with
our urn is
A =
0B@⇤C   1 t  ⇤C + 1
⇤C t  ⇤C
1CA .
The entry AC1,C2 represents the number of balls of color C2 that we add upon with-
drawing a ball of color C1 from the urn, for C1, C2 2 {L, B}. The rows are indexed
by L and B, from top to bottom, and the columns are indexed by L and B, from left
to right.
Note that the sum across any row of the replacement matrix is t. Po´lya urn
schemes satisfying this condition are called balanced. They enjoy the property that—
regardless of the stochastic path followed—the total number ⌧n of balls in the urn
after n draws is deterministic; in our case it is
⌧n = tn.
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Let Ln be the number of lavender balls in the urn (leaves in the tree) after the
random insertion of n blocks. For balanced urns like the type underlying the blocks





where  1 is the principal eigenvalue (the eigenvalue with largest real part) of the
average of the replacement matrix, and (v1, v2) is the corresponding left eigenvector
of E[A].
A quick calculation shows that the two eigenvalues of E[A] are
 1 = t, and  2 =  1,
and the left eigenvector corresponding to  1 is
1







Also, under the condition that  2, the second eigenvalue, satisfies < 2 < 12 1 (as in
our case), Smythe [44] shows that
Ln    1v1np
n
L ! N (0,  2),
for some variance  2. It is common folklore that  2 is generally hard to compute, and
entire papers have been dedicated to finding the asymptotic variance of one specific
urn scheme (see for example [45]). We shall prove a central limit theorem of this type
for the leaves, and we shall be able to pin down  2. In fact, we shall obtain the exact
variance of Ln.
To prepare the landscape for exact work on the mean and variance, we derive
recurrence equations from the construction. Let I(L)n be the indicator of the event
that a lavender ball is picked at the nth draw. According to the Po´lya scheme, we
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always add ⇤C lavender balls, except when we attach a new block to a leaf (in which
case we subtract 1). We write the recurrence
Ln = Ln 1   I(L)n + ⇤C . (4.1)
Noting the independence of ⇤C , and the sigma field Fn 1 generated by the first n  1















= Ln 1   Ln 1
t(n  1) + E[⇤C ].





E[Ln 1] + E[⇤C ],















E[⇤C ] (1  1/t)n 1








with rising power notation, aj :=
Qj 1
i=0 (a + i). The case of adding single nodes is a
special case of a collection consisting of only one single node. Thus, k = 1, t = 1,
and ⇤C ⌘ 1, and the tree constructed from such a block is reduced to the well-
known recursive tree. The result we presented gives exactly 12n leaves, in accordance
with [3, 12, 27].
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C + 2⇤CLn 1   2⇤C I(L)n   2Ln 1I(L)n .
Taking expectations again, and as we did before, taking into account the independence








⇣1 + 2(⌧n 1   1)E[⇤C ]
⌧n 1
⌘
E[Ln 1] + E[⇤2C ].








E[⇤C ](t+ 1  E[⇤C ])





(t+ 2) (n  1)!
⇣(E[⇤C ])2(t2   2)
(1 + t)2











Subtracting o↵ the square of the mean, we observe a cancellation of the n2 order, and








E[⇤C ](t+ 1  E[⇤C ])




Noting the uniform integrability, we arrive at the following result.
Theorem 4.3.1 Let Ln be the number of leaves in a random tree built from the
building blocks T1, . . . , Tk, which are selected at each step with probabilities p1, . . . , pk.
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Let E[⇤C ] be the average number of leaves in the given collection, and Var[⇤C ] be the
variance. Then,











E[⇤C ](t+ 1  E[⇤C ])
(1 + t)2(2 + t)
⌘
t.
4.4 Distances in the tree
The distance between two nodes in a tree is the number of edges in the path joining
them. We are concerned with three types of distances in the tree: the depth of a node
(its distance from the root), the total path length (sum of all such depths over all
the nodes of the tree), and the height (the maximum of all depths). These types of
distances have been studied in some related tree models. For instance, the first two
types of distance for the usual recursive trees are studied in [14], while the height of
trees in this class is studied in [5]. (The recursive tree is a very special class of our
model.) The depth of nodes in b-ary recursive trees (increasing trees with restricted
outdegrees) is studied in [46], and the height of a generalized class of edge-weighted
random trees is studied in [47]. This general class includes as special cases random
binary search trees, random recursive trees, random plane oriented trees and random
split trees.
4.4.1 Depth
As we shall argue, for distributional properties of the depth of a node in the nth
block, it su ces to study the depth of the root of that block.
At step n, the newcomer can join any of the n   1 existing blocks. Hence, the
root of the nth block inherits the depth of any of the existing blocks, adjusted by the
depth of the node it is choosing as parent within its block plus an extra 1 (to account
for the extra edge used to join the root of the new block to the chosen parent). Let
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us call the block to which the parent belongs the parent block. The parent block is of
the ith type in the collection C , with probability pi. The adjustment alluded to can
attain the value ` + 1, if one of the nodes at depth ` in the parent block is chosen
(with probability 1/t). All existing blocks have the same probability to be chosen as
a parent block, which is 1/(n 1). We define  n to be the random depth at which the
nth parent node appears in its own block. Note that  1,  2, . . . are equidistributed. We
define a new random variable  C (representing the depth of a parent node), which
is completely determined by the structure of the blocks in the collection; each  n has
the same distribution as  C . The typical depth for the collection in Figure 4.1 is
 C =
8>>>>><>>>>>:
0, with probability 3/12;
1, with probability 7/12;
2, with probability 2/12.
LetDn denote the depth of the (root of the) nth inserted block. Let  Y (t) := E[etY ] be
the moment generating function of a random variable Y . We can write a recurrence for
 Dn(t), reflecting the following argument. Associated with C is a moment generating
function  C (u) =   C (u). Also associated with the collection is an average E[ C ]
and a variance Var[ C ] that can be obtained, for example, from the derivatives of
  C (u).
For each 1  i < n, the nth inserted block is connected to a parent in the ith
block with probability 1/(n   1), and Dn = Di +  n + 1. Thus, recalling that Fn is



















The last line follows from the independence of  n from all previous history. The







valid for n   2, with the initial condition  D1(u) = 1. This is a full-history recur-
rence, which we can solve by di↵erencing. We subtract the version of the recurrence
for (n  2) Dn 1(u), from the version for the recurrence for (n   1) Dn(u). After
reorganization of terms, we get
 Dn(u) =
(n  2) + eu C (u)
n  1  Dn 1(u).
This form can be iterated all the way back to the initial conditions, giving us an
explicit representation of the moment generating function of the depth of the root of







j   2 + eu C (u)
 
. (4.2)
This explicit form can be manipulated in a number of ways to give us exact and
asymptotic moments. The result is in terms of H(s)n , the nth harmonic numbers of
order s, defined as H(s)n =
Pn
j=1 1/j
s. (The superscript s is ordinarily omitted, when
it is 1.)
Proposition 4.4.1 Let Dn be the depth of the root of the nth inserted block in a
random tree built from blocks. Then,
E[Dn] =
 
















E[ C ] + 1
 2
H(2)n 1
⇠  Var[ C ] + (E[ C ] + 1)2  lnn.
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Proof The rth moment is obtained by taking the rth derivative of (4.2), with respect
to u, and evaluating at u = 0. It expedites the calculation to first take logarithms.
The mean (r = 1) is readily computed. Likewise, the second moment (r = 2) follows
by taking the second derivative of (4.2), with respect to u, and evaluating at u = 0.
The variance then follows by subtracting the square of the mean.
Theorem 4.4.1 Let Dn be the depth of the root of the nth inserted block in a random
tree built from the building blocks T1, . . . , Tk, which are selected at each step with prob-
abilities p1, . . . , pk. Let E[ C ] be the average depth of a node in the given collection,
and Var[ C ] be the variance of that depth. Then,
Dn   (E[ C ] + 1) lnnp
lnn
L ! N  0,Var[ C ] + (E[ C ] + 1)2 .
Proof Consider first the moment generating function of the depths in the collection.

































































The moment generating function in (4.2) can be written in terms of Gamma functions
as
 Dn(u) =




















































































































! e(Var[ C ]+(E[ C ]+1)2)u2/2.
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The right-hand side is the moment generating function of the random normal variate
N (0,Var[ C ] + (E[ C ] + 1)2), and the result follows from Le´vy’s continuity theo-
rem [25].
Corollary 4.4.1 The depth of a node joining the tree at the nth step follows Theo-
rem 4.4.1.
Proof A node joining the tree at the nth step appears at depth Dn +  n, which
is distributed like Dn +  C . We have  C /
p
lnn
a.s. ! 0. The result follows from
Slutsky’s theorem [25].
Remark. The expressions in Proposition 4.4.1 are valid, even if t = t(n) grows
with n. For instance, if we fix a number n, and choose the collection to be all the





Hn 1 ⇠ 2 ln2 n,
where we use results from [12] for the exact and asymptotic average depth of such
a collection of large blocks. However, in the asymptotic derivations of the central
limit theorem for the depth (Theorem 4.4.1) we have to keep t relatively very small,
compared to n. The delicate step is (4.4), where we applied Stirling’s approximation
to the Gamma function. For collections where  C (u/
p
lnn ) grows slowly relative to
n, we can still muster a statement like the central limit theorem in Theorem 4.4.1.
For instance, if the collection of building blocks is comprised of one (rooted) path of
length g(n) = o(lnn), then  C is uniformly distributed on the set {0, 1, . . . , g(n) 1}.
In this case,  C (u/
p
lnn ) = o(lnn). The Stirling approximation is applicable and









⇠ e(Var[ C ]+(E[ C ]+1)2)u2/2.
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In other words, after plugging in the mean and the variance of the uniform distribu-
tion, we have the central limit theorem in the form











4.4.2 Total path length
Let T be a rooted tree. Define the depth D˜(v) of node v in T as the distance from
v to the root of T (i.e., the number of edges in the path joining v to the root). To
simplify notation, we write v 2 T to mean v is in the vertex set of T . Define the total





Each block has its own total path length. Let xi be the total path length of a block Ti,
and let  C be a discrete random variable that assumes the value xi, with probabilityP
j pj, where the sum is taken over every block Tj with total path length xi. Thus,  C
represents a “weighted average total path length” of the blocks added at each step.
For instance, for the blocks in Figure 4.1, we have
P ( C = 5) =
1
3




Think of the distribution of  C as the weighted average distribution of the total
path length associated with the collection of building blocks. The entire tree Tn built
from the first n inserted blocks has total path length Xn = X(Tn).
We can formulate a stochastic recurrence relation for Xn. If the nth block is
adjoined to a node v 2 Tn 1, at depth D˜(v) in the tree Tn 1, each node in the last
inserted block appears at distance equal to D˜(v) + 1, plus its own depth in the last
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block. The random path length of the last inserted block is independent of Fn 1, and
we again have a stochastic recurrence:













n  1 + t+ E[ C ], (4.6)
valid for n   2. Note that the quantity t+E[ C ] is entirely determined by the given
collection and the given frequency of its blocks.











Var[Xn] = n(n+ 1)
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nHn t  t2n2   2
 







E[ 2C ] + 2(E[ C ])
2 + 4E[ C ] + 4
 
+ E[ 2C ] + 4tE[ C ]




Proof Taking expectation of (4.6), we have a recurrence for the mean value:
E[Xn] =
n
n  1E[Xn 1] + t+ E[ C ]. (4.7)
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nHn   nt, for n   2.
Note that the expression is also valid for n = 0, and n = 1.
A complete presentation of the variance computation is daunting and too lengthy,
hence we refrain from presenting it here. We only sketch the calculation, bringing to
the fore a few key points. Let Dˇn be the depth of the node chosen as parent for the
root of the nth block. Then, we have the stochastic recurrence
Xn = Xn 1 + t(Dˇn + 1) +  C ,





(Xn 1 + t(Dˇn + 1) +  C )2 | Fn 1
⇤
.
Squaring out, we get terms involving E[Dˇn | Fn 1]. Observe that this conditional
expectation is Xn 1/(t(n   1)). When we take the expectation of E[Xn 1 | Fn 1],










E[ C ] + t
 
E[Xn 1]
+ t2E[Dˇ2n] + t
2 + 2tE[ C ] + E[ 
2
C ]. (4.8)
We already have an exact expression for E[Xn 1] (cf. (4.7)). If we determine an exact
expression for E[Dˇ2n], the latter recurrence takes the form
an =
n+ 1
n  1an 1 + ⇠(n),
with a known function ⇠(n), which can be solved by standard methods, giving











As for E[Dˇ2n], which appears in ⇠(n), we can get an exact expression from a
recurrence. If the parent block is the jth in the succession of insertions (with root
at depth Dj), the chosen parent node appears at distance  
(j)
C , which is independent
of Dj, and distributed like  C . Thus, we have




















Taking expectations yields an expression on the right-hand side that involves known
















Var[ C ]Hj 1 + (E[ C ] + 1)2(Hj 1  H(2)j 1 +H2j 1)
+ 2E[ C ]
 





Substituting into (4.8) and using the known solution (4.9), the result follows.
Theorem 4.4.2 Let Xn be the total path length of a tree built from the blocks of a





Hn + t converges to X, both in L2 and almost surely.
Proof From the conditional expectation in (4.6), it easily follows thatX⇤n :=
Xn
n   
t + E[ C ]
 
Hn + t is a martingale. By the asymptotic relation for the variance in












< 1, and the stated result follows from Doob’s
martingale convergence theorem [25].
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Remark. A similar remark like the one we made about the depth remains valid for
the total path length. Namely, the expressions in Proposition 4.4.2 are valid, even
when t = t(n) is no longer fixed but grows with n. For the example in the previous
remark, with all the recursive tree shapes of size n2 as building blocks, we have
E[Xn] ⇠ 2n2 ln2 n,
where we used results from [14] for the asymptotic average total path length of such
a collection of large blocks.
4.4.3 The height
Let Hn be the height of a random tree grown from blocks, that is, the distance of




For this parameter, we shall develop only first order asymptotics, and for that a less
sophisticated argument is su cient. We derive a strong law from a similar one for
the usual recursive tree. The tool for this is a monotonicity argument to sandwich
the height of the blocks tree between lower and upper bounds derived from the usual
recursive tree via a “bursting” method. Similar analysis methods have been studied
in [48].
The blocks tree can be viewed equivalently as grown as follows. Let us first recall
the definition of the standard recursive trees, and review facts known about its height.
The standard recursive tree grows out of a root node in steps. At each step, a new
node is added by choosing a parent node from the existing tree at random (all nodes
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are equally likely). Let Hˆn be the height of the recursive tree (the distance from the




Theorem 4.4.3 Let Hn be the height of a random tree built from the building blocks
T1, . . . , Tk, which are selected at each step with probabilities p1, . . . , pk. We then have
Hn
lnn
a.s. ! e E[ C ] + 1 .
Proof The blocks tree can be obtained from a recursive tree by bursting its nodes:
Sequentially according to their order of appearance (time index) in the recursive
tree, each node is replaced with (bursts into) a block, with block Ti being chosen
with probability pi, then each child of that node in the recursive tree independently
chooses a parent in the parent block at random, with all nodes of that parent being
equally likely (each may be taken as parent with probability 1/t). In n steps, this
sequence of operations transforms the uniformly random recursive tree into a random
blocks tree.
We can now see that Hn and Hˆn are connected. Suppose v1, . . . , vHˆn is a path in
the recursive tree leading from the root to a node at the highest level (of depth Hˆn).
Thus, v1 is necessarily the root. When v1 bursts into a block, v2 appears at distance
1+  ˆ1 from the root of that block, where  ˆ1 is distributed like  C . Likewise, when v2
bursts into a block, v3 appears at distance 1 +  ˆ2 from the root of that block, where
 ˆ2 is distributed like  C , and so forth along that path. It is clear that





where  ˆi, for i = 1, . . . , Hˆn are all independent.2
Let us scale this relation by lnn. In the scaled equation, the term Hˆn/ lnn on
the right-hand side converges almost surely to e, in accordance with Pittel’s result






















a.s. ! e+ E[ C ] e.
This establishes the required a.s. lower bound.
Let us label the nodes of the bursting recursive tree according to their time order
of appearance. For example, the root is labeled 1, the second node is labeled 2, etc.3
Suppose node i in the recursive tree is at depth Dˆi, the jth node in the path from the
root to node i in the recursive trees bursts into a block in which the next node down





(1 +  ˆ(i)1 ) + (1 +  ˆ
(i)
2 ) + · · ·+ (1 +  ˆ(i)Dˆi)
 
.
Note that several of the variables  ˆ(j)i are shared in the argument of the max function.
Along one path, say to node i, the  ˆ(i)j (for j = 1, . . . , Dˆi) are independent. However,
2Note that this is only an inequality, because the highest node in the blocks tree may not necessarily
come from the bursting of (one of) the highest nodes in the recursive tree, as they may burst into
some of the blocks among the shortest in the collection. It may rather come from the bursting of
a node in the recursive tree near the highest level, but bursting into one of the taller blocks in the
collection.
3This is is the usual labeling of a standard recursive tree, and renders the root-to-leaf labels in
increasing order. The recursive tree has been studied from the vantage point of the increasing
trees [49].
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some of these variables on di↵erent paths are dependent, in view of the sharing

















2 + · · ·+  ˆ(i)Dˆi
 










, . . . ,  ˆ(i)Hn are additional independent random variables padded at the end
to make all the expressions of the same length. By the strong law of large numbers,







n  ˆ(i)1 +  ˆ(i)2 + · · ·+  ˆ(i)Hˆn
lnn
o
 e+ eE[ C ] + o(1),
a.s. ! e 1 + E[ C ]).
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